
 
 
 

160th action “the 6-day play” schloss prinzendorf and surrounds 
performance of the first and second days from sunrise 30 july to sunrise 1 august 2022 

 
 
 

 
Dear friends, dear play participants, dear association members, 
 
It was Nitsch’s wish that Prinzendorf become the venue for his O.M. Theater after his death. The whole 
team and I have decided to get started right away and put on a performance this year. 
 
We’re starting with days 1 and 2, next year we plan to put on day 3 and then the 4th, 5th, and 6th in 
the following years, providing that we can successfully realise the action this year. 
 
Nitsch set out precise instructions in his scores; at the same time, he was always correcting and 
improving a few things during a performance. This expertise is missing now, but he’s sure to be 
watching over us encouragingly, inspiring us to do things as he would have. The production team is 
made up of Nitsch adepts, long experienced in putting on actions: Leonhard Kopp, his foster son, who 
has been present at and part of the actions since his teenage years; Frank Gassner, for years Nitsch’s 
assistant, who was in the production team as early as 2004; and Josef Smutny, who has closely 
followed and supported Nitsch in his work and actions in recent years. 
 
Pepe Morra, Nitsch’s long-time friend and patron and the founder of the museo nitsch in Naples, is 
also advising and actively supporting us with his expertise. Over the past decades he has organised 
scores of action performances by Nitsch. 
 
Andrea Cusumano, since 2004 the musical director of the actions and a key contributor at the first 
performance of the 6-day play, is conducting the orchestra. Nitsch trusted him blindly. The artist and 
long-time friend of Nitsch, Paul Renner is in charge of the kitchen. 
 
The 6-day-play is financed exclusively from private funds, for the most part from Nitsch’s estate. I have 
always been a staunch believer in the significance of his work, and I am firmly convinced that it is of 
great importance in the history of culture. The power Nitsch’s work radiates has influenced artists and 
directors from the outset. I hope that this performance can contribute to continuing this legacy. How 
dearly I wish that it was he would be pouring his spirit and ingenuity into this 6-day play. This had been 
his profound wish. And he fought long and hard to try and realise it. I hope that together we can perform 
the play in Nitsch’s spirit and that everyone can experience the festivities with all their senses open 
and receptive. 
 
 
 
 
Rita Nitsch 
 
  



 
the festival is for me a holy festival. all the intensive experiences, all the emotional turmoil wrung out of 
us by the dramatic events, are to determine our sensitivity during the feast. all the joy and exuberance 
are to be experienced with a cheerful holy earnestness. the invitation is not to take part in some 
superficial and shallow amusement, it is all to be experienced deeply, strongly, and intensively. i request 
the audience to take part with a majestic dignity. these plays intend to glorify creation and 
unconditionally recognize our safety and sense of being-cared-for in the cosmos. the six-day play is 
borne along by the highest and purest pathos. deeply moving emotion from the limitless whole of the 
world is to find its way in our hearts. 
 
i ask you all not to behave like picknick groups posing on advertising posters, full of phony merriness. 
the score calls for the enjoyment of wine. this enjoyment of wine requires a specific drinking technique. 
when i speak of excessive drinking, i understand a mastering of intoxication that does not degenerate 
into aggression and would end in endangering other play participants and the action itself. 
 
i hope to be a knower and adept of the possibilities of intoxication afforded by wine and therefore 
request not to accept a loss of personhood within this rapturous experience. i also request that you 
wear reasonable, timeless clothes 
 
hermann nitsch, prinzendorf july 1998 
 
 
 

 
day 1 

 
there is no beginning and no end. eternity and infinity are endless, limitless. entry into time posits a beginning. time 
is dissected eternity. phases of world transformation, fixed point by point from a relative point of view, posit the 
beginning and end of a process. eternity and infinity are permeated by an eternal, infinite flowing, a 
metamorphosing, present themselves in constant metamorphosis. being is subject to the metamorphosis of 
becoming and passing. 
 
 
5:00  the gate to the castle is opened 
  official begin of the play 
 sunrise music with bells and synthesizer 
 smoked samples, olfactory lab 
 
8:00 music with orchestra 
 castle courtyard. disembowelment motif and crucifixion actions with oedipus  
 
12:30 procession with the bull stretcher in the allée 

at the same time, vegetable soup, paprika chicken with rice, styrian pork with potatoes and dumplings, 
and apricot dumplings are served for lunch in the castle park 

 
13:00 procession with the bull stretcher to the wine cellar in zistersdorferstrasse. play participants are 

instructed to take their glasses with them. 
at the same time, the orchestra plays in the castle courtyard 

 
15:00 castle courtyard and bell stall 

exposition of several action motifs with orchestral music 
 

love 
universe motif 
mysticism of being 

 



registering of taste and smell motifs in the courtyard and bell stall, simultaneously dramatic orchestra music in 
the courtyard draws attention to them 
 
disembowelment and crucifixion actions. (actions with flesh, blood, carcasses and human bodies). 
feet washing 
 
partial build-up of the mythical leitmotif 
 
killing 
abreaction 
orgasm 
pain / lust 
host 
monstrance 
cross 
christ 
side wound 
disembowelment 
EUCHARIST, TRANSSUBSTANTIATION 
BREAD + WINE, FLESH + BLOOD 
the path of consciousness from monotheism to pantheism – dionysus I 
dionysus II 
the blinding of oedipus 
the ritual castration 
the killing of orpheus 
die killing of adonis 
isis and osiris 
the emasculation of atys 
ritual murder of the king 
totem animal meal 
FUNDAMENTAL EXCESS = catastrophe of the drama, intensive sensory, ecstatic experience, excessive outbreak 
of our nature (our energies). extreme happening and registering until excess, to painful lust. the fundamental 
excess is comparable to the mysterium coniunctionis of the alchemists. 
 
 
19:00  finale of the first day 

all orchestras and brass bands play.  
large amounts of grapes and tomatoes are placed into the basin of the courtyard 
actions in the basin of the courtyards. intestines and lungs are thrown into the courtyard from the 
windows of the castle. 

 
20:00  sunset music begins 
 
20:34  sunset 
 
20:45 procession to the mill in rannersdorf for dinner with wine tavern buffet and lentil stews. Play 

participants are instructed to take their glasses with them. 
 

the play participants sit in the still nights. drink wine and eat simple food. meditative absorbing of the 
night. gazing at the starry sky. 

 
00:00  action in the castle courtyard with synthesizer 
 
03:00  actors come from the allée with torches and walk through the cellars and the courtyard.  

as dawn breaks, when the last stars fade, the torches are extinguished. 
 
 
 
  



 
day 2 

 
 
5:00  sunrise music 
 
5:34  sunrise 

on the east ramp the play participants watch the sunrise. bread and wine is handed out in front of the 
castle building 

 
10:00  disembowelment action and painting action in the castle granary. actors splash and pour blood on 

canvasses standing upright or lying horizontally on the floor. 
smoked samples. 

 
12:00 lunch in the castle park with salads buffet, roux soup, grenadier march, serbian rice & meat, and nut 

pancakes 
 
13:00  painting surfaces primed in white are laid on the ground in the middle of the castle courtyard 

actions in all colours of the rainbow on these paint surfaces, on tables, in the basin and trough as well as 
the large wall of the southside of the castle, with orchestra music 
 
disembowelment actions 
rummaging actions 
foot washing 
smoking experiments 
painting actions with blood and all colours 
drums, erratic rhythm. kettle drums, bells 
rugby with utmost agitation 
crucifixion action 

 
18:00  dinner in the castle park. soups, grilled specialities, kaiserschmarrn  
 
20:00  granary 

action and painting action, canvasses painted red 
 orchestra music plays in the castle courtyard 
 
22:00  procession with torches to the nitsch wine cellar. play participants are instructed to take their 

glasses with them. 
 

play participants sit in the gardens and fields during a calm night, drinking wine. 
meditative absorption into being. 
beholding the starry sky.  

 
5:00  waiting for sunrise 
 
5:35 sunrise 
 play participants kiss and embrace 
 end of the action 
 

the play participants leave the castle and the park 
 

 
  



PROCESSIONS IN THE SURROUNDING AREA 

 

instructions and statements from the action score "6-day-play" 2nd version 
 
walks and hikes 
walks are possible throughout the action. they can be taken in the morning hours, at midday or in the evening, 
when the actionist happenings are less bundled together. specially recommended is the walk to the wine cellar in 
zistersdorferstrasse, the pentecost path. the o.m. theater (prinzendorf castle) is be understood as the nucleus of 
the creation event, around which everything else orbits and takes place. one always returns to the principal 
happenings there. the castle should be not unlike a sanctuary, a cultic site of the grail. 
 
food and drinks  
meanwhile our affluent society has bred its fashionable master chefs and five-star eateries, it’s all become 
insufferable. what has become genuinely exotic and rare is our local cuisine, characterised by bohemian and 
hungarian influences. i mean the cuisine of vienna and the weinviertel. 

(recommended dishes for the 6-day play, score, p. 31-34) 
 
the taste and smell samples (motifs)  
reality is experienced through all 5 senses. the splendid cuisines of all cultural regions have proven, if understood 
correctly and sensitively, competitive with art. the analytical taste and smell samples are a means to subject the 
sensorily experienced qualities to a form, recalling word poetry. but now no words are offered, remembered facts, 
but actual direct sensory experiences are relayed to us. smells are passed on with cotton buds, tastes with wooden 
spoons. the leitmotif technique of the o.m. theater is put together out of these almost algebraic taste and smell 
values, which have already overcome the barrier of language. all actions are concentrated through the matching 
taste and smell motifs.  (taste and olfactory motifs, score, p. 14-28) 
 
 



 
 
 

HOUSE RULES 
 

SCHLOSS PRINZENDORF  
29.07.2022 – 31.07.2022 

 
 

 
The house rules for visitors provide the security necessary for holding the event, create an atmosphere 
conducive to experiencing the play and a harmonious atmosphere amongst all in attendance. 
 
 

• Observing these rules therefore benefits you and all other guests. 

• Entering the venue, you are legally accepting the validity of these rules. 

• You are also accepting that video cameras are used on parts of the venue grounds for safety 

purposes. 

• The control band entitles entry to the event. Lost bands cannot be replaced! 

• Acts of intentional damage will be subject to compensation claims by the organiser. 

• Please place your rubbish in the containers available. 

• Please contribute to preserving the environment and reuse your glasses for beverages (do 

not take a new glass each time). 

• Please use ashtrays – throwing cigarettes into the grass is dangerous (high risk of 

smouldering fire!); absolutely no smoking is allowed on the processions through the fields! 

• Please do not cause damage to the fields. 

• The event organiser assumes no liability for injuries, accidents and other adverse health-

related effects through personal negligence or the fault of others; the event organiser 
assumes no liability for lost items. 

• No liability is assumed for valuables of any sort. 

• Instructions by stewards / security personal are to be followed without delay. 

• Guests who ignore the house rules or disregard warnings given by stewards / security 

personnel can be ordered to leave the venue grounds without claim to reimbursement of the 
entrance fee. 

 
 
 
Note on taking photos and videos: the work of Hermann Nitsch demands that the events happening 
in real time are registered by the senses directly. The use of devices to take photos and videos impede 
this; in addition, to protect the actors and works of Hermann Nitsch, it is prohibited to take photos 
and videos in some areas of the grounds. Specifically, those areas where actionist happenings 
directly take place – the courtyard, the bell stand and the granary. Entry with professional photo and 
video equipment is generally not permitted. 
 
 
 

verein zur förderung des orgien mysterien theaters 
schlossstrasse 1, 2185 prinzendorf an der zaya 


